PROXIO SHOWCASE
FOR BROKERS

THE COLLABORATIVE REAL ESTATE SALES PLATFORM
THAT TAKES MULTICULTURAL TO A WHOLE NEW LEVEL

Background
Multicultural marketing – it’s no longer a “buzz word.” It’s
literally in your own backyard.
According to the latest U.S. census data, multicultural
is the new norm. As America becomes an even greater
melting pot, fully embracing a multicultural strategy for your
brokerage or development is a necessary and profitable
move if you want to keep growing.
Larger companies have been focusing on the multicultural
market for years, but now there’s no longer any excuse for
not serving this profitable and growing segment of your
potential client base.
But how does a large brand or even a local brokerage begin
a multicultural strategy? Proxio’s collaborative real estate
sales platform can get you there – from day one.
This white paper will look at the different ways you can
embrace multicultural selling, both locally and globally.

Let’s look at the real economic impact of multicultural
buyers. In 2016, purchases of U.S. residential resale homes
by foreign buyers hit the $102.9 billion mark, up from $66
billion in 2011, according the 2016 Profile of International
Real Activity in U.S. residential Real Estate by the National
Association of Realtors®.
But if you take a closer look, resident foreigners made up 59
percent of the total, while non-resident foreigners made up
41 percent. Prior to 2016, this number was evenly split.
But the reality is that every multicultural sale starts at the
local level, because it takes connections, translations,
technology and a robust digital marketing program to
match buyers and sellers. And once you start to tap into the
multicultural marketplace, it continues to grow.
In the following pages, you’ll discover why Proxio is the best
real estate sales platform for the multicultural market, and
why many of the world’s top brands and small brokerage
have chosen the Proxio to power their multicultural strategy.
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How to Make Multicultural Work in Your Business
he first thing is to really embrace a multicultural mindset.
strong multicultural serves several purposes.
irst, it allows you to serve a growing market in your
backyard. he percentage of ethnicities between today s
millennials and baby boomers is staggering, according
to recent Pew enter research, increasing by 6 percent
between the two groups.

ulticultural buyers represent large segments in almost
every ma or metro area in merica, and having a real estate
platform that translates into their native language is crucial
in serving this diverse and growing market.

Purchases of U.S. Homes
by Foreign Buyers

$102.9
billion

econd, a multicultural strategy allows you to open up new
business opportunities significantly. Once you begin to tap
into the multicultural market, referrals start to come in at an
exponential rate.
hird, local multicultural marketing opens up more global
business, as resident foreigners begin to recommend and
refer their family and friends that will also move here from
their native country.
nd finally, you have the opportunity to connect and help
multicultural families who own real estate here when they
purchase move up homes, rental property or decide to sell
and move back to their native country.
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2011

$66 billion

Source: National Association of REALTORS®

Resident foreigners (your local
multicultural clients) made up 59%
of the total according to N.A.R.

Here’s the Secret – With Proxio, You Don’t Have to Speak the Language to Generate
Multicultural Business
Proxio translates listings into 19 languages and 55 currencies, so you don’t have to know the language to do multicultural
business. Proxio’s collaborative real estate sales platform empowers you to send beautiful, branded digital marketing
materials in the language of your choice, in your own town or across the globe to serve multicultural and foreign buyers.

11 Transactions, 13 Months, Directly from Proxio

We recently
had a Russian
family buy their
daughter who was going
to school in Costa Rica a
condo. We used Proxio to
translate the information
in Spanish, Russian and
English. I tell people all the
time that if they’re serious
about multicultural or

Mr. Neal Oates, Broker

Watch Neal Oates video at
https://vimeo.com/172813090

Owner, World Renowned Real
Estate, Miami, Florida

global real estate, they
have to be
using Proxio.

Mr. Bill Hunt

Co-owner, Keller Williams
Costa Rica and International
Business Consultant for
KW Worldwide

You’ve Never Seen a Multicultural Real Estate Sale Platform Like This Before
What if you could implement a complete and collaborative sales platform that translated listings into multiple languages,
provided a gorgeous, digital marketing package for every listing, created beautiful on-demand html emails with agent
branding for sharing, produced beautiful translated digital brochures, and made social media sharing a snap?
And what if you could add a motivated network of over 800,000 Proxio agents in 140 countries that could promote and sell
your listings, both locally and globally?
And what if you had a full analytics package, so you could see where you’re generating interest, from which agents, in what
languages and from which countries?
And what if everything was mobile-optimized, so your listings look great on any device, anywhere in the world.
You’d have the Proxio platform.

What Makes the Proxio Sales
Platform Different?
Proxio Uses Human Translations, Not
Machine Translations
The Proxio platform uses real human translations to
communicate the exact meaning of a term or definition in
up to 19 different languages, not machine translations (MT).
Machine translations perform only simple substitutions
of words in one language to another, and that that alone
cannot provide a good translation of a text. In real estate,
recognition of whole phrases, their context and their closest
counterparts is the native language is what’s needed.

The Only Collaborative Real Estate Platform
for Multicultural Transactions
Proxio’s one-of-a-kind
collaborative real estate sales
platform is changing the
way properties are sold. Our
platform is based on the new
sharing economy – with one
big difference – our unique
and unduplicated network of
motivated real estate agents in the U.S. and around the
world. We’ve made it easy for other agents to share and
sell your inventory, but kept you squarely in control. There’s
simply no other platform like this in real estate.

The Proxio Mobile Platform Looks Great
on Any Device

Way More Powerful than Listing
Syndication

Every global platform
must include mobile
at its very core. That’s
because mobile users
exceed traditional
desktop users, and
property listings are
more likely to be initially
viewed on a mobile
device than anywhere else. Having a mobile-friendly website
for listings and being able to send digital marketing materials
in the language of your buyer’s choice is crucial.

Many companies will put your listings on obscure local
and international websites and charge you a fortune for
doing it. Proxio is much more than that. We place your
most valued inventory into the hands of motivated agents
near and far, and they market
it to their multicultural buyers.
It’s an unduplicated and unique
audience you simply can’t get
anywhere else. It’s way more
powerful than syndication – and
costs less as well.

Win More Presentations

100% Digital and in the Language of
Your Buyers
Digital has never looked this
good. You’ll have everything you
need to market your properties
to multicultural buyers. Your
sales team and agents, along
with our vast external agent
network, can easily share
beautiful digital materials with
their clients and buyers with
a few simple clicks. All materials are branded to them,
with your name listed as the selling brokerage. There’s no
more need for cumbersome cloud storage folders. It’s so
beautifully beyond anything analog.

More Leads, More Control and
Lower Costs
A collaborative sales platform
leverages the sharing economy
in the best possible way. When
you have other agents and
their buyers interested in your
property, you’re tapping into a
unique, unduplicated audience
you simply can’t get anywhere
else. Easy social sharing to Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn,
Pinterest, Google + dramatically increases your reach.
Language translations, along with currency and
unit conversions make communicating simple, accurate
and fast.

If you want to really stand out
in presentations with sellers,
buyers or developers, share
what you’re doing with Proxio.
There’s simply no other real
estate platform that shows
and performs so well. Show
them how their property will be
marketed in different languages,
with the beautiful digital marketing, its own website,
translation options, and your local and global network of
motivated real estate agents. And show them your agent
network. It’s a huge differentiator to help you win more
presentations.

lexible, onfigurable and ast with
Seamless Integration
Now you can be up and running in weeks instead of several
months or a year or more. Proxio takes its Silicon Valley
roots in building an enterprise-level, extraordinarily stabile
and easily configurable platform to drive your global sales
and make life easier for you. It takes the best of the global
economy and combines it with a collaborative market that
dramatically increases your reach from day one.

ABOUT PROXIO
Proxio’s real estate platform provides global marketing and networking services that empower real estate professionals to
market themselves and their listings worldwide, in 19 languages and 55 currencies. Real estate professionals use Proxio’s
online services to promote and translate listings, build business networks, and search for properties that meet their client’s
criteria – across geographic and cultural borders. By connecting the sources of real estate supply and demand in an
efficient manner, Proxio enables real estate professionals to reach a global audience and close more transactions. Over
800,000 agents currently use Proxio to promote more than 3.5 million listings from nearly 150 countries. Founded in 2007
by seasoned real estate veterans, the Proxio network is connecting the world of real estateTM.
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